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Challenge to U.S.
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this geopolitical defeat to occur.
One Cuba is enough; two would be intolerable. A militarily
potent Nicaragua would quickly come to dominate Central
America, and would obviously serve as a springboard for Rus-
sian penetration of Latin America and Mexico.

Wh-at can the U.S. do? There are three evident choices. Sit
back and watch Nicaragua rapidly turn into a Russian Gibraltar.
Negotiate a deal with Moscow to cancel the sale. Or, take some
form of military action.

A military response would likely mean surgical air attacks to
destroy the MiGs and their bases or a naval blockade to prevent
deliveiy of the warplanes, which must corhe in by ship. Nicara-
gua's harbors could be mined, this time with real, deadlV
devices. As a more remote possibility, Honduras or Guatemala
could be given modern U.S. aircraft: American "volunteer"
pilots could take out the MiGs.' Unless this loomrng crisis is averted, we could be looking at
the beginning of another Cuban missile crisis. Nor should we
forget lhat some senior Soviet military officers have threatened
to emplace medium-ranged nuclear missiles "near the U'S."
This means either Cuba or Nicaragua.

Many Canadians have never fully understood the danger posed
bv a Communist Nicaragua - or Cuba, for that matter. Those
who say the crisis would-disappear if only the U.S. would leave
little Nicaragua alone fail to understand the dynamics of
sreat power geopolitical confrontation. Power either advances or
iecedes: it n6vei remains static. Russia is openly committed, by
word and deed, to "supporting the march of socialism" in Cen-
tral America. Some Rrissians have said that this is their way of
getting back at the U.S. for its involvement in the Middle East.- We -must hope that our new government will accept some
responsibility f6r defence and security of the Americas by giving
at l-east verbal and diplomatic support to American efforts to rid
our hemisphere of growing Soviet penetration.
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